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1996-2014 ©, Amazon.com, Inc. Or, if you're an affiliate, if you're a child in the 1980s, this image will probably bring back memories. It was ubiquitous in my elementary school and the cover of the world-wise vocabulary integration. Every week, we will get a list of 12 or so vocabulary words. The integration
books are written in alphabetical order. We will do crossword puzzles and word hunting for them. We will write our words in sentences. I mean it was generally useless sentences, such as he was disappointed – showing absolutely nothing about my understanding of the word. And on weekends, you'll
either take a vocabulary quiz, fill in a space, or draw a line that matches the word to match that meaning. The teacher put our scores in the grade book. And come next week, we didn't use that word again. The teacher will scratch his head when he writes a sentence like sadness. Our vocabulary did not
grow, our understanding has not improved, but we plow through those workbooks! Fast forward thirty years, I'm disappointed (note my use of this word-wise word!) wordwise is still around. Yes, the cover is a bit snazzier and more modern - but it is such a basic approach. I'm here today to write about the
good, the bad, and the ugly things of Marley Weiss. The more knowledge your child has, the more likely they are to understand the text. Fascinating vertical studies show that a child's vocabulary knowledge at the end of the first year can predict his understanding in grade 11 - that's powerful stuff! So yes,
I drink in the vocabulary Cool Aid and advocate for more direct vocabulary instructions. I want our children to swim in the vast and beautiful waters of rich and meaningful vocabulary teachings. But we can do better. I don't try to choose a wise totally word. There are some good components of it. Wordly
Wise has done a great job of modernizing vocabulary education and integrating technology through our partnership with Quizlet. They give children multiple exposure to words, realizing that children need a lot of form and context with the opportunity to add words to their expressive vocabulary (most
studies say that children need exposure to 12-15 exposures to the word 'owning'!). I also encourage children to evaluate their knowledge of the word for the word. Finally, World Wise introduces words not only through justice, but through the context of the story. This method validates research that shows
that knowing the definition of a word is not the same as being able to use a word. But that's all I like about it. There's so much I don't like about it – The first issue with WordWise comes to the origin of the target word i'm raising questions about its so-called research base. This program typically uses
selected vocabulary words Assessment of literature, textbooks, countries and countries. In other words, identify the words that children need to know, wrap them into the stories they created, and then put them all in the form of workbooks. My beef lies in it. Instead of creating artificial text verses and
instilling them into words that kids want to know, wouldn't it be based on our word choices in wonderful authentic children's literature ripe with juicy words? How about reading aloud and teaching miserable words in Pete's Pizza (William Stig)? Why not read aloud from Miss Nelson? In other words, we
don't have to create high-quality, non-textual verses to teach vocabulary without being attractive - we can take advantage of the wonderful things that are already there! Another problem I have with Wordly Wise is how they evaluate children's vocabulary knowledge. At the end of each week, there is some
kind of evaluation, usually multiple choice or fill in the space. This kind of assessment is rarely used to encourage children to use words to speak and write after quizzes. Wouldn't telling a child to tell him about a time when he felt miserable would be more powerful than to circle a definition that best
matches the word? Finally, I am a little skeptical about Word Lee Wise's research base. I believe in the power of research to inform guides and guidelines very much. If you ask me my feelings about a particular curriculum, the first thing I do is to look for peer-reviewed research on it - an independent,
publisher/company/funded study. Yes, Wordly Wise has research - in fact I've read lovely miniature literary reviews about the research behind effective vocabulary guidelines. However, to be sure of the value of a program or curriculum, children who use this program need real data to show how to
outperform children who use other programs. If anyone out there knows of a peer-reviewed study showing the effects of Word Lee Wise, molly@drmollyness.com shared with me. No one can argue that they actually have research without research to review the program itself. For me, it's like tapping the
label on a lucky charm box with vitamins and minerals called fortification. It's a version of the truth, but it's not the real truth. So yes, WorldWise is research-based – but let's be clear – that's not the same as the actual research that shows its benefits with the program. We can do better with vocabulary
commands when kids are challenged to practice using words in attractive instances, tying to authentic text they're really reading, exposing them multiple times to words, and in attractive instances. Otherwise, we remain meaningless sentences (as mentioned earlier I feel disappointed). A unified book is



just an integrated book. Word Wise works. It is a vocabulary building program that grows with students and creates vocabulary building And fun. All versions of Wordly Wise share a similar format that provides interesting word history, handles usage issues, and exposes common usage pitfalls. Each level
has 20 lessons and five review classes. A typical lesson contains a list of 15 words of alphabets with simple items for each, including some of the voices, concise definitions and proper use of words in the context of words. Here's the activity section (slightly different depending on the edition): Crossword
puzzles and hidden message puzzles are used for review. The full list of words in the series consists of 3000 words. Choose based on frequency, grade level literature, textbooks, and SAT prep books. The Word Wise 3000 3rd Edition (2-12) book number corresponds to the grade level. Book 2 in Book A
(1st ed.) All lessons from the book B (1st place) include lessons 1-7. It has 15 lessons and 150 word words. Book 3 includes lessons of book B (1 edition) 8-10 and Book C (1st ed.) All lessons of the include. There are also 15 lessons with 150 words and include greek and Latin root movements. Students
learn 300 new words per year from book 4-12. Each section includes a complete dictionary type of item information, a semantic search exercise (selecting two phrases to form a sentence that uses the word correctly), correct word exercise (replacing a phrase with one word), applying words (using words
in context), and word study exercises (including pronouns, captains, suffixes, prefixes, and prefixes). Verses with follow-up questions (classical and contemporary writers). As for the content that reads the word, WordWise has always been a secular program, and many customers have found liberal and
humanistic content getting into new versions. If you prefer religious or conservative content, you can choose a different program. Teacher resource books include teacher guides for classes, reproducible tests and reviews, vocabulary activities (including word web and semantic maps), group or individual
training options, speed adjustment options, test and workbook answer keys. Exams are designed to prepare students for standardized exams. Types are generally multiple choice. There are tests for each lesson and the cumulative midperiod and finals. The test has a dual-column type. The higher level
(grades 9-12) also includes an SAT sneak preview section that provides additional exercises to prepare for standardized tests. If you don't think you need an intensive and thorough teacher guide, you can use a test book (answer) and answer key (for student workbooks) that you can't reproduce
separately. The answer key also includes a double column with one column per class. Do you have an auditory learner? We also now offer audio CD sets Level 2-12. This includes the history and definition and understanding questions of each word list, as well as all reading passages to help with
pronunciation. Each grade 2-3 has three CDs and five CDs in grades 4-12. Sort best match price ($-$$$) price ($$-$) rating (in descending) rating (descending) popular (minimum) popular (mostly) title (descending) catalog order helpdesk software
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